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STATE O F DEL AWA R E C ON T R A C T S W IT H A D C

State of Delaware Contracts with Assessments.com (ADC) for Juvenile
Risk/Needs Assessment, the PACT – Positive Achievement Change Tool
The Delaware Department of Services for
Children, Youth & Their Families, Division of
Youth Rehabilitative Services (DSCYF) has
selected Assessments.com (ADC) through a
competitive bid process to implement the
PACT (Positive Achievement Change Tool)
for use statewide with all youth remanded
to DSCYF for pre- and post-adjudicatory
supervision.

Delaware Community-Based Programs
serves males and females between the ages
of 9 to 18 years who engage in delinquent
behavior and/or have an extensive
criminal history. Serves as an alternative to
incarceration or residential placement and
is provided to youth referred by officers
from the Division of Youth Rehabilitative
Services (DYRS). (Photo: the GEO Group website.)

DSCYF is implementing this web-hosted risk/
needs assessment for two main reasons: (1)
to focus its rehabilitative efforts on those
high-risk youth who, in the absence of
effective interventions, are most likely to
commit new offenses; and (2) to ensure that
those interventions are successful.
“Our mission,” said DYRS Director Carlyse
Giddins, “is to support public safety and
positive change of children, families and
communities. We believe that taking this
evidence-based, scientific approach will help
us achieve that mission and do so in the
most cost-effective way possible.”
“What the PACT does,” said Sean Hosman,
ADC Chief Executive Officer, “is simply and
accurately assess youth across life domains
to predict risk of re-offending and to identify
the key risk and protective factors for
each youth. The PACT then supports the
efficacy of case managers as they strive with
each child to increase his or her protective

strengths while also reducing those risk
factors which are most likely to cause that
child to re-offend. Using reliable assessment
results to associate targeted interventions
with prioritized criminogenic needs – that is
the scientific method which has been proven
to work in helping turn lives around.”
Besides the validated assessment and
automated case plan, the PACT also
produces a repository of critical data from
which DSCYF administrators, managers and
supervisors can create useful population
and system‐wide reports to document on‐
going progress, enhance continuous quality
improvement, efficiently allocate resources,
and ensure accountability to stakeholders
and funding sources.
In addition to the software, ADC is also
providing staff training and technical
assistance in the areas of assessment best
practices, comprehensive effective case
management, outcome reporting, quality
assurance and long-term sustainability.
Research has shown that a good evidencebased system, well and thoughtfully
implemented, consciously and consistently
evaluated and retooled to respond to lessons
learned and evidence uncovered, will reduce
recidivism, and will help improve the lives of
youth and their families.

About Delaware Department of Services for Children, Youth & Their Families,
Division of Youth Rehabilitative Services
The mission of DSCYF is to assist children,
youth and families in making positive
changes through services that support child
and public safety, behavioral health and
individual, family and community wellbeing. DSCYF is made of four divisions:
Youth Rehabilitative Services, Family Services,
Prevention and Behavioral Health Services
and Management Support Services.
The mission of DSCYF’s Division of Youth
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Rehabilitative Services (DYRS) is to support
public safety and positive change of
children, families, and communities through
guidance, education and empowerment.
DYRS provides services to youth in the State
of Delaware who have been adjudicated
delinquent and ordered by the court system
to receive rehabilitative services.
The Community Services unit of DYRS
provides probation and aftercare services

collaborating with numerous contracted
community providers offering residential
and non-residential programs and services.
Community Services operates to ensure that
the risks to the public are minimized, youth
are served in the least restrictive environment
appropriate for their needs, and the families
of the youth are strengthened through
Community Services intervention.
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Assessments.com Initiates California User Forums to Promote Quality
Assurance in EBP for Juvenile and Adult Probation
Assessments.com (ADC) has initiated two separate User Forum opportunities for
our California clients:
WWW.ASSESSMENTS.COM
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Departments
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Training Available
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implementing our adult risk/needs assessment,
instrument, the PACT (Positive Achievement
the STRONG (Static
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Needs
Guide)
Change Tool)
Assessment Instrument
Assessment Instrument
Other Trainings
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Trainings: Adult

PACT—Positive Achievement
Change Tool (2-day)

STRONG—Static Risk and Offender
Needs Guide (2-day)

PACT Booster/Case Plan (2-day)

SRA—Static Risk Assessment (1-day)

“The forums are providing a simple way for
ONG—Offender Needs Guide (1-day)
counties to help each other just by sharing
STRONG Booster/Case Plan (2-day)
their own experiences, ideas, policies and
STRONG Booster (1-day)
procedures. Although the principles of EBP
STRONG Case Plan (1-day)
are proven to work, full implementation
PACT Overview for I-Team (2-day)
STRONG Supervisor (1-day)
and sustainability can be difficult to attain
“The forums provide anPACT
important
and
Train-the-Trainer
(5-day)
STRONG Liaison (2 days)
and more easily
managed through lessons
on-going opportunity for counties to find
STRONG
Overview
forfrom
I-TeamADC
(2-day)
learned by others. With
support
solutions to the real world problems they
STRONG
Train-the-Trainer
(5-day)
staff, as well as colleagues throughout the
confront as they go about
the hard business
R-PACT—Residential
Version, Positive
Static-99
(over-the-phone
or day)
state, all parties
are proving
to benefit.”
Achievement
Change Tool (2-day)
of implementing Evidence-Based
Practices
R-PACT Booster/Case
In addition to serving as a practical means
(EBP) within their departments,”
said Sean Plan (2-day)
R-PACT Booster
to help achieve
Continuous
Quality
Hosman, ADC’s Chief Executive
Officer.(1-day)
Ohio
Risk Assessment
System
An initial statewide meeting was held in
PACT Booster (1-day)
January at probation’s CAPSA conference.
PACT Case Plan (1-day)
Regional meetings are now occurring each
PACT Supervisors (1-day)
month, with the July meetings concluding
PACT Liaison (2–3 days)
just last week.

R-PACT Case Plan (1-day)
R-PACT Supervisors (1 day)

• Pre Trial Assessment Tool

R-PACT Liaison (2–3 days)

• Community Supervision
Screening Tool

R-PACT Overview for I-Team (2-day)

• Community Supervision Tool

R-PACT Train-the-Trainer (5-day)

• Prison Intake Tool

Comments from the Field:

• Re-entry Tool

EBP/“What Works” Theory and
Research (2-day)

Improvement (CQI) for the counties, the
Assessments.com
forums
also provideSoftware
a great venue for ADC
(1 day and/or over-the-phone)
to receive
constructive feedback as part
of our own CQI process. User Forums are
held monthly via teleconference. For more
Motivational Interviewing (MI) (2-day)
information or to find out how to participate
MI Booster (1-day)
in these forums, please contact Jonna Koehn
MI Tune-up (2-day)
at jkoehn@assessments.com.
MI Coaching Circles
www.assessments.com,
or, email us at
(multiple sessions)
sales@assessments.com
MI Train-the-Trainer (5-day)

Thinking for a Change (4-days)
Thinking for a Change
Train-the-Trainer (4-days)

Social Skill Building (2-day)
EPICS (“Effective Practices in
Correctional Settings”—through the
SanUniversity
Joaquin, of
CACincinnati)
Probation Department: “I just

PACT & Department:
R-PACT Combined critical we implement with fidelity otherwise no
Imperial County, CA Probation
wanted
to let you
know
that the
ADC engineer
Train-the-Trainer (8 days) matter how good the risk assessment tool is, it
™
COMBINES
Risk
Targeted
Training
LS/CMI (2–3 days)
“Just to let you know, it has been a lot of fun to
assisting
us
on
our
integration
project
(seamless
doesn’t
matter
if
the
officers
don’t
have
a
good
(through
J-SAT)
DRAI—Detention
Risk Assessment
work with Cathy Lake (ADC
Client Rep). She
LSI-R
of EBP,(2–3
MI,days)
etc. To Cathy and Andy, interface between Assessments.com and our
Instrument (over-the-phoneunderstanding
or day)
Aggression Replacement Training
really has done a great job guiding our I-Team
Spousal
internal Management Information System) recently
thanks for putting
yourAssault
(and our collective) best
(2–3 days)
towards implementation ofYLS/CMI
the STRONG.
Andy
Tape
helped usReviewer
with an Training
issue, as she always does. She
foot forward.” Risk Assessment (SARA)
Fazzio (ADC Trainer) also received
high marks
Risk & Resiliency
Check-up
February
2011
was very helpful and a great “go to” person for
			
Repeat Offender –Profile
Evaluation
(2 days, through
System
from all the officers that participated
in theJuvenile
MI
(ROPE) (2 days, through J-SAT)
me. Thank you so much.”
– July 2011
and Training/J-SAT)
training. Change is tough Assessment
for every department
Rite of Passage, Multi-State Private Provider
and some staff voice this out loud in class.
of Residential Services: “In addition to the
King County, WA Probation Department:
However, Andy was able to handle that all very
(PACT) assessment, our agency is blown away with “We had a King County-only problem with the case
list reflects
trainings being offered as of April 2010. However, Assessments.com continually updates and expands its
well and by the end of the*This
training
everyone
the case planning module offered by this company. management system and set up a GoToMeeting
meet clients’ evolving needs and requests.
wanted to know when he trainings
would betoreturning.
We now have the ability to track interventions and yesterday. In 15 minutes he (ADC engineer) figured
One of the things I most appreciate about ADC
have reports that document our efforts.”
it out…..great staff you’ve got there….”
is the support, guidance and training that comes
			– March 2010
			–January 2011
along with the purchase of the software. It is
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Spotlight on ADC Staff
Assessments.com now has four former Chief Probation Officers on staff, as
California criminal justice expert and Texas Chief become the newest members of
ADC’s Professional Services team
Holly McCown served nearly six years as the
Chief Juvenile Probation Officer in Wharton
County, Texas. She began her career as
the outreach coordinator and counselor
for the Matagorda and Wharton County
Women’s Crisis Center. Ms. McCown is a
Licensed Professional Counselor and works
with offenders in the adult as well as the
juvenile system. Through her work with
domestic violence offenders, she developed
a state accredited Battering Intervention
and Prevention Program (BIPP) for Wharton
County and developed other cognitivebehavioral evidenced-based programs
for both the adult and juvenile probation
departments. During her years as chief, she

moved the department toward an evidencedbased approach and though the use of the
PACT was able to better serve those youth
that came through the system. Ms. McCown
joined Assessments.com in 2011 and is a
member of the Professional Services team.

News in Brief:

Bexar, Montgomery, Wharton, Nueces
Implement PACT, MI and DataMart

She obtained her Bachelor’s Degree from
the University of Houston and her Master’s
Degree from the University of Houston –
Victoria.

Ms. Holly McCown

Four more Texas Probation Departments
have joined Tarrant and El Paso Counties
as well as the Texas Youth Commission in
adopting the Positive Achievement Change
Tool (PACT) as their validated risk/needs
assessment. Sponsored by the Texas Juvenile
Probation Commission (TJPC) to implement
Evidence Based Practices (EBP), Montgomery,
Nueces and Wharton counties began using
the PACT in February, 2011 and implemented
their Case Plans in June, 2011. Bexar county
(San Antonio) has over 250 users who began
using the PACT and the Residential-PACT
in May, 2011. Other trainings included
Motivational Interviewing and DataMart, the
latter to significantly enhance management’s
ability to mine their data for improved
performance and outcomes.
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Central California Probation Consortium
gains efficiencies and saves money
through integration with ADC
Eight county probation departments in Central
California have formed a consortium (CCPC)
in a joint implementation of EBP, including
Motivational Interviewing and both juvenile
and adult risk/needs assessments and case
plans. The juvenile assessment is the Positive
Achievement Change Tool (PACT); the adult
tool is the STRONG, (Static Risk and Offender
Needs Guide). A key part of this project
was designing and delivering Inter-Account
Transfer technology to allow the counties
to share case-specific information among
their departments. Thus, assessment results
are shared, in real time between otherwise
independent jurisdictions, saving time and
money and, potentially, producing better
outcomes. Counties in the CCPC include
Fresno, Inyo, Kings, Mariposa, Merced, Mono,
Santa Cruz and Tuolumne.
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was a liaison to the California Assembly
Chief Executive Officer Sean Hosman is
Public Safety Committee. Ms. Hogg Haught
pleased to announce that LaRon Hogg
authored the first published academic article
Haught has joined the staff of Assessments.
Availableonthrough
California’sAssessments.com
Juvenile Deferred Entry of
com (ADC). “LaRon is aTraining
wonderful addition
Judgment law for juvenile offenders and was
to our staff. She brings a high level of
a contributingAssessment
author to California
Juvenile
expertise in criminal justice
practice
from
Assessment Instrument
Instrument
Other Trainings
and Procedure,
her long experience withTrainings:
the California
Juvenile Courts: Practice
Trainings:
Adult California’s
leading juvenile law text. Prior to attending
Administrative Office of the Courts. She will
law school, LaRon
spent nearly
as
be especially valuable inPACT—Positive
strengthening
our
EBP/“What Works” Theory and
Achievement
STRONG—Static
Risk 12
andyears
Offender
Research (2-day)
Change
Tool (2-day)
Needs Guide
(2-day)
a Deputy Probation
Officer
in Santa Clara
stakeholder education and
engagement
PACT
Booster/Case
Plan (2-day)
SRA—Static
Risk Assessment
County, working
with both
juvenile and(1-day)
efforts,” said Mr. Hosman.
Ms.
Hogg
PACT
Booster (1-day)
ONG—Offender
Guide
(1-day)
adult offenders.
“I am veryNeeds
excited
at the
Haught is an attorney who
specialized
in
Assessments.com Software
prospect of joining
the
ADC team.Plan
After
a
delinquency law and policy
for
thePlan
California
PACT
Case
(1-day)
STRONG
Booster/Case
(2-day)
(1 day and/or over-the-phone)
working
in the
juvenile and
Administrative Office of PACT
the Courts.
She (1-day) 21-‐year career
Supervisors
STRONG
Booster
(1-day)
criminal justice
systems
in Plan
California,
previously worked as a Senior
Program
PACT Liaison
(2–3 days)
STRONG
Case
(1-day) I look
Ms. LaRon Hogg
forward
to
working
in
the
private
sector with
Associate at the UC Berkeley
School
of
Motivational Interviewing (MI) (2-day)
PACT Overview for I-Team (2-day)
STRONG Supervisor (1-day)
the talented and
dedicated
at ADC
Law, Berkeley Center forPACT
Criminal
Justice (5-day)
MI Booster (1-day)
Train-the-Trainer
STRONG
Liaison folks
(2 days)
implementingSTRONG
EBP (Evidence-
‐
Based
Practices)
and as a Deputy Legislative Counsel for the
MI Tune-up (2-day)
Overview for I-Team (2-day)
throughout the
country.”
Office of Legislative Counsel, where she
MI Coaching Circles
STRONG Train-the-Trainer (5-day)
R-PACT—Residential Version, Positive
Achievement Change Tool (2-day)

Static-99 (over-the-phone or day)

R-PACT Booster/Case Plan (2-day)

King County Developing a new Pre-Trial
R-PACT Booster (1-day)
Assessment Tool

R-PACT Case Plan (1-day)

WA AOC Moves from Back on Track! to
Ohio Risk Assessment System
the PACT
• Pre Trial Assessment Tool

(multiple sessions)

MI Train-the-Trainer (5-day)

Imperial County in CA Prepares to “Go
Live” with the STRONG
Thinking for a Change (4-days)

Thinking
for a Change
Having
completed
their implementation
Train-the-Trainer (4-days)
of the PACT on the juvenile side, Imperial
County, CA is in the final stages of their
adult implementation of the STRONG, (Static
Social Skill Building (2-day)
Risk and Offender Needs Guide). In both
EPICS (“Effective Practices in
cases,
the department has integrated the
Correctional Settings”—through the
Assessments.com
application with their
University of Cincinnati)
ownCOMBINES
System of
Record
to gain significant
™
Risk Targeted Training
efficiencies
and to increase the accuracy and
(through J-SAT)
inter-rater
reliability
of their
assessments. In
Aggression
Replacement
Training
addition, the evidence-based classification
Tape Reviewer Training
of cases will provide for better and faster
matching of juvenile and adult offenders to
appropriate programs and services, and will
allow for more effective use of resources.
Low-risk cases will be provided with
*This list reflects trainings being offered as of April 2010. However, Assessments.com continually updates and expands its
alternative avenues in lieu of court action,
trainings to meet clients’ evolving needs and requests.
while department resources will target
moderate-high and high-risk populations.

R-PACT
Supervisors (1 day)One of Assessments.com’s first clients, the
In early 2011, King County,
Washington
• Community Supervision
R-PACT
Liaison
Tool
Administrative
Office of
selected Assessments.com
through
a (2–3 days) Washington StateScreening
the
Courts (AOC),
recently Supervision
completedTool
its
competitive bid process R-PACT
to develop
a for I-Team
Overview
(2-day)
• Community
upgrade
from
Back
on
Track!
(BOT)
to
the
validated Pre-trial Risk Assessment
Tool.
This
R-PACT Train-the-Trainer (5-day)
• Prison Intake Tool
Positive Achievement Change Tool (PACT).
work is being undertaken in collaboration
• Re-entry Tool
The PACT is a newer version of the BOT,
with King County Pre-trial Risk Assessment
which ADC originally implemented with AOC
Workgroup by Robert Barnoski,
Ph.D. Dr.
PACT & R-PACT Combined
Barnoski, author of the Train-the-Trainer
Positive Achievement
(8 days) in 1998. The new tool offers significantly
LS/CMI (2–3 days)
increased functionality such as an automated,
Change Tool (PACT) andDRAI—Detention
the STRONG, Risk
(Static
Assessment
LSI-R (2–3 days)
or day)
assessment-driven
case plan, which in AOC’s
Risk and Offender NeedsInstrument
Guide), is(over-the-phone
helping
Spousal
Assault
system also automatically
determines eligibility
define and finalize the predictive
factors
YLS/CMI (2–3
days)
Risk Assessment (SARA)
for
specific
cognitive-behavioral
treatment
and outcomes for the study,
develop
and
Risk & Resiliency Check-up
Repeat Offender Profile Evaluation
programs offered
in that state. AOC’s
monitor the data collection,
conduct
(2 days,
throughthe
Juvenile System
(ROPE) (2 days, through J-SAT)
and Training/J-SAT)
implementation also includes the DataMart
data analyses, constructAssessment
the final assessment
for better performance and outcome analytics
system and write the final report.
and reporting.
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CONTI NUUM O F C A R E

State of Florida DJJ Implements Systemic Change Along the Continuum of Care
Assessments.com’s long-term collaborative
project with the Florida Department of
Juvenile Justice (FL DJJ) began in 2004 with
consultation on development of the Positive
Achievement Change Tool (the “PACT”),
which is a Florida-customized derivation
of the validated risk/needs assessment
tool originally implemented by ADC for
Washington State’s statewide system in
1998.
The PACT’s major advancements included: (1)
integration with their in-house MIS, which
made possible the auto-population from
their System of Record, the assessment’s
critically important criminal history domain,
greatly reducing errors and increasing
reliability; (2) addition of mental health items;
and (3) development of an automated,
assessment-driven case plan called Youth
Empowered Success (YES). This data-driven
system helps court and probation staff
prioritize a client’s criminogenic needs and
then, through behavioral objectives, links
each need to specific goals, action items, and
report tracking. This implementation also
included training 1,800 probation officers on

risk assessment theory, case management,
and Motivational Interviewing.
Phase 2 of this project included consultation
on development of a sustainability strategy
to ensure adherence to the EBP principles of
Risk, Need and Responsivity. It included such
tasks as staff surveys to determine strengths
and weaknesses of existing processes,
creation of a Sustainability Team to guide
the effort from within the department,
advanced training for PACT Liaisons, groups
of in-house Subject Matter Experts organized
by circuit throughout the state, and a
revisiting of business rules to increase quality
assurance protocols.
Phase 3 expanded use of the PACT from
community probation to residential
placement, and included development and
creation of a new residential version of
the PACT, the R-PACT. This tool provides
opportunity to better track behavioral
change in residential settings. This effort was
designed to increase efficiencies and reduce
unnecessary costs by reducing high-cost
residential commitments for lower-risk youth.

THE CONTINUUM OF
CARE AND SERVICES

EVIDENCE-BASED PRACTICES

The ADC system is implemented in every
judicial district throughout the State of
Florida. More than a million PACT (Positive
Achievement Change Tool) assessments have
been conducted, creating a complete and
consistent continuum of care – from entry
to residential to re-entry – for juveniles in
trouble.
This project has produced measurable
positive outcomes for FL DJJ. Last year,
82,629 individual youth were referred to
the system. Of those, 25,108 youth received
probation services and 6,613 of them were
committed to residential services. Both
those numbers have been trending down
for the past three years since introduction
of the PACT risk/needs assessment system,
and the number of youth diverted from the
system has been rising. In the assessments
and re-assessments (the latter at least every
six months for every youth on probation.)
Roughly two-thirds of the youth assessed
have scored low or moderate risk. It is the
1/3rd who score moderate-high or high
upon whom the system now focuses.

IT’S WHAT YOU NEED

IT’S WHAT WE DO

INTAKE /
TRIAGE

New offenders.
Bail or no bail?

Accurate pre-trial screening of
risk-to-reoffend, risk of failure
to appear, and risk of danger to
self or others.

NEEDS
ASSESSMENT

Manage new offenders and
caseloads. Initiate and maintain
Evidence-Based Practices.

Validated assessment of criminogenic
needs—for case management of
higher-risk offenders.

CASE
PLANNING

Best treatment for each offender.
Comply with funding requirements.

Match offenders to right programs/
services. Comply with federal/state/
grant or other reporting rules.

RELEASE /
RE-ENTRY

Re-integrate offenders
into community.

Defend release decisions with
evidence. Better re-entry results for
offenders and community.

ACCOUNTABILITY

Demonstrate positive outcomes.

Increased public safety. Reduced
recidivism. Improved rehabilitation.
Sustained best practices.

Please call 877-277-3778 for details.
w w w. a ss e ssme n ts.co m
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Photos from ADC implementations and trainings
Our clients are in the business of understanding and improving human behavior,
using tools, techniques, and talents. In a professional sense, besides the life-saving
skills of doctors, is there anything more broadly needed and worthwhile?
WWW.ASSESSMENTS.COM

ASSESSMENTS.COM ExpANDS TRAININGS

Training Available through Assessments.com
Assessment Instrument
Trainings: Juvenile

Assessment Instrument
Trainings: Adult

Other Trainings

PACT—Positive Achievement
Change Tool (2-day)

STRONG—Static Risk and Offender
Needs Guide (2-day)

EBP/“What Works” Theory and
Research (2-day)

PACT Booster/Case Plan (2-day)

SRA—Static Risk Assessment (1-day)

PACT Booster (1-day)

ONG—Offender Needs Guide (1-day)

PACT Case Plan (1-day)

STRONG Booster/Case Plan (2-day)

PACT Supervisors (1-day)

STRONG Booster (1-day)

PACT Liaison (2–3 days)

STRONG Case Plan (1-day)

PACT Overview for I-Team (2-day)

STRONG Supervisor (1-day)

PACT Train-the-Trainer (5-day)

STRONG Liaison (2 days)
STRONG Overview for I-Team (2-day)
STRONG Train-the-Trainer (5-day)

R-PACT—Residential Version, Positive
Achievement Change Tool (2-day)

Static-99 (over-the-phone or day)

R-PACT Booster/Case Plan (2-day)
R-PACT Booster (1-day)
R-PACT Case Plan (1-day)
R-PACT Supervisors (1 day)

Ohio Risk Assessment System
• Pre Trial Assessment Tool

R-PACT Liaison (2–3 days)

• Community Supervision
Screening Tool

R-PACT Overview for I-Team (2-day)

• Community Supervision Tool

R-PACT Train-the-Trainer (5-day)

• Prison Intake Tool
• Re-entry Tool

PACT & R-PACT Combined
Train-the-Trainer (8 days)

LS/CMI (2–3 days)

DRAI—Detention Risk Assessment
Instrument (over-the-phone or day)

LSI-R (2–3 days)

YLS/CMI (2–3 days)

Spousal Assault
Risk Assessment (SARA)

Risk & Resiliency Check-up
(2 days, through Juvenile System
Assessment and Training/J-SAT)

Repeat Offender Profile Evaluation
(ROPE) (2 days, through J-SAT)

Assessments.com Software
(1 day and/or over-the-phone)

Motivational Interviewing (MI) (2-day)
Booster
(1-day) Officers visiting with
TopMI
Left:
Probation
Holly
at the Assessments.com
MIMcCown
Tune-up (2-day)
booth
at
the
Texas
Probation Association
MI Coaching Circles
2011
Summer
Conference in Corpus Christi.
(multiple
sessions)
MI Train-the-Trainer (5-day)

Top Right: Participants in a STRONG risk/
needs assessment training in San Joaquin
County, CA this Spring.
Thinking for a Change (4-days)
Thinking for a Change

Middle Left: Assessments.com Client Rep
Train-the-Trainer (4-days)
Cathy Lake training adult probation officers
on the use of the Static Risk Assessment at
the CCPC training
Social Skill Building (2-day)

EPICS
(“Effective
Practices
in in Imperial
Middle
Right:
Probation
Officers
Correctional Settings”—through the
County receive training in the STRONG
University of Cincinnati)
adult risk/needs assessment in El Centro, CA
COMBINES™ Risk Targeted Training
earlier this year.
(through J-SAT)

Aggression Replacement Training

Bottom: “Bear” – a partner to Ryan Sanders,
Reviewer
Training
oneTape
of the
Probation
Officers from the CCPC
(Central California Probation Consortium)
that attended STRONG risk/needs
assessment and case planning
Training held by Assessments.com
in Fresno in July.

*This list reflects trainings being offered as of April 2010. However, Assessments.com continually updates and expands its
trainings to meet clients’ evolving needs and requests.
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SEAN HOSMAN’S FOCUS ON EBp RESEARCH—MARk LIpSEY’S LATEST META-ANALYSIS

SE AN HO S M AN’ S F OC U S ON E B P R E S E A R C H

Sean Hosman’sFocus
Focus
EBp
Research:
Sean Hosman’s
onon
EBP
Research:  
Mark Lipsey’s Most Recent Meta-Analysis

Pew Center on the States, State of Recidivism: The Revolving Door of America’s
Prisons (Washington, DC: The Pew Charitable Trusts, April 2011)

inmates
are selected
for release,
the length
“…two
variables
have especially
strong
In today’s
constricting
budgetary
Recently
Lipsey has
taken another look at
relationships
to recidivism
effects. The
his data—548
study
of stay under
supervision,
and decisions
environment,
that level
ofsamples—and
spending and come up
largest
relationship
by far of
was with overall
with a new
very important
about how
to respond
to violations
performance
willset
notofstand.
States are findings.
delinquency
risk,
with
larger
effect sizes
His newest research is “The primary Factors
supervision, to name just a few. As a result,
already seeking better per dollar results
(greater recidivism reductions) associated
that Characterize Effective Interventions
the Report emphatically warns the reader
through staff and program cuts. A recent
with higher risk juveniles.”
with Juvenile Offenders: A Meta-Analytic
not to rely too much on the comparative
survey
of
state
corrections
departments
by
Overview,” published in Victims & Offenders,
“…assuming
of similar
numbers,
but to lookjuveniles
more closely
at thecharacteristic
the Volume
Vera Institute
of Justice
showed
at 124–147.
4, Issue
2, April
2009, that
pages
(i.e., risk, age, gender, ethnicity) and similar
underlying factors that impact recidivism.
leastThe
32 following
states haveare
already
implemented
excerpts
describing Lipsey’s
intervention approaches, the effects of thos
most
important
findings.
staff reductions or hiring freezes, and 22
interventions
not significantly
In my view,
that is the are
Report’s
real value: its different
states
have
eliminated
programs for
or instituted
whether
the
youth
is
treated
in the
the communit
“The
most
useful guidance
practitioners,
insights into why each state is reporting
cut-backs.
is informative
a harsh reality,
but it
after diversion, while on probation or parole,
and theThat
most
perspective
for
numbers it does, and even more importantly,
and
researchers,
mayprogram
well end developers
up producing
more
positive will not or while incarcerated.”
shining illumination on those states with the
come from
lists of the names ofhas
programs
outcomes
than corrections/probation
“Aside from
delinquency risk,
the largest
most effective
recidivism-reduction
strategies.
research
have me
positive
seenshown
in the by
past,
and thattobrings
to theeffects.
and most
consistent
relationship
with
Now,
having
read
the
Report,
I
believe
that,
Rather, they will come from identification
second reason why recidivism matters.
recidivism effects is the quality of program
of the factors that characterize the mostthough there is certainly a place for looking
Recidivism matters.  That is
implementation with, of course, higher quali
effective
programs
and the
general principles
outwardassociated
to nationalwith
or state
comparisons,
Recidivism
is, by
far, the most
popular
bigger
effects on recidivism
Most
of Report
you who
have ever seen me
why
this
(http://www.
that characterize
“what
works”orto reducelooking inward at what is driving changes in
indicator
of
how
well
a
correctional
speak know that I am a big fan of metapewcenteronthestates.org/initiatives_
“…in some analyses, the quality with which
the recidivism of juvenile offenders.”
YOUR OWN DEPARTMENT’S recidivism rate
analysis. “Evidence-based” means is probation department is spending its
detail.aspx?initiativeID=85899358500),
the intervention is implemented has been
“The meta-analyses
bynow
Andrews
proven by research, and although one taxpayer
is the more productive exercise.
dollars. Fundingconducted
agencies are
the most comprehensive state-by-state
as strongly related to recidivism effects as
et al. have
demonstrated
that
studies of
study is good, a study of studies is
demanding
a better
return on the
investment
the
type
program,
much
look at recidivism ever, is must reading.
Think of your
golfofscore.
If yousoenter
a so that a wellinterventions
they judge
conforming
to
far better. Meta-analyses provide the
of those
dollars. Agencies
thatas
can
prove
implemented intervention of an inherently
Itmost
is alsoindisputable
why all of our
corrections
tournament, your score will be adjusted
their need, responsivity, and risk principles
evidence and as
they are lowering recidivism can claim
less efficacious type can outperform a more
and
probation
clients either
measure
show larger effects on recidivism than those
such,
their findings
have the
greatest
by your handicap. If you are competing
efficacious one that is poorly implemented.”
success.
Those
that
can’t
are
increasingly
in
that do not (Andrews & Bonta, 2006; Andrews
recidivism
now
are scrambling
importance
inor
guiding
our actions in
with your friends, someone is likely giving
big et
trouble.
The Dowden
Report shows
that there
are 2000; “Among the counseling approaches, the
al., 1990;
& Andrews,
1999,
the
field. that will allow them to
for
solutions
someone else strokes to keep it fair; the
more
states in that
latter
category2006).
than the
mean recidivism reductions for mentoring
Gendreau,
Smith,
& French,
One of
measure
it as soon ashave
possible.
winner is the one who played their best
Most meta-analyses
addressed
and group counseling were greater than
those
meta-analyses,
reported
former,
beginning
with the for
nineinstance,
states that
these questions: “Which programs are
golf Individual
that day. Incounseling,
golf, the way
But, why are recidivism rates important, and
20%.
peer-oriented
that
programs
departing
from
theany
need, round of
were
unable
or unwilling
to even
report
most effective, for whom, and under
you
improve
is
by
paying
attention
to and
group
counseling,
and
mixed
counseling
responsivity,
and
risk
principles
had
a
mean
how
should
we
understand
what
they
tell
what circumstances?” That research has recidivism numbers at all.
working
on
those
individual
elements
that
with
referrals
showed
distinctly
smaller
effect
size
of
virtually
zero—whereas
those
us?
identified many effective interventions
effects. Among
theyour
skilldrives
building approaches
these principles
need improvement:
maybe
The that
goodconformed
news is thattotoday’s
increased achieved
for reducing the recidivism of offenders.
The first explanation is money. In 2008,
behavioral
andapproach
cognitive-behavioral
anon
effect
size of
phi = .26,
equivalent
box or your
shots;
focus
recidivism
reduction
may
well forceto off the tee
Two studies in particular, though, have
interventions
appear especially
a recidivism
reduction
ofevidencearound 50% maybe your
the Pew Center reported that one in
chipping,
putting,
or
course effective
departments
to
become
more
tried to identify a small number of factors
while
job-related
ones
were
less effective.”
(Andrews
&
Bonta,
2006,
p.
335).”
100
American adults
was behind
bars. In
management. In criminal rehabilitation, the
based, beginning with being able to prove,
or principles
that appear
to characterize
2009,
Pew reported
one in 31
adults
“The
apparent
effectiveness
ofto
interventions
Lipsey’s
finding,numbers,
within the
the most
effectivethat
programs.
One
of these through
way you
improve
your game,
according
theirkey
recidivism
thatframework
what
in the
categories
used in the analyse
Andrews’
and Bonta’s
by Don
Andrewsorand
inwas
the conducted
U.S. was either
incarcerated
on his theyofare
is generic
“…strong
implementation
doing is working.
But,Risk/Need/
as the Report the Report,
reported here
presents
contrast with the
principles:
three factors
colleagues
(Andrews
et al.,
1990);
the
probation
or parole.
Annual
state
spending
of Evidence-Based
Practices
(EBP)aand
says,Responsivity
“the numbers
do not tell“Only
the whole
conventional
way
of
thinking
about programs
emerged
as
major
correlates
of
program
other
by
Mark
W.
Lipsey,
Director
of
the
on corrections now totals $52 billion. One
programs…”
story.”
for juvenile offenders…It is notable both tha
effectiveness: a “therapeutic” intervention
Peabody Research Institute at Vanderbilt
of every 14 general fund dollars, and one
many showed
impressive
philosophy,
high riskand
offenders, and
University (Lipsey, 1992; Lipsey &
Recidivism
beginsserving
with a useable
Whichsostrategies
in rather
particular
are  mean
in every eight state employees works for
effects—equivalent
to
recidivism
quality
of
implementation.”
Wilson, 1998).
defendable definition. These definitions,
producing the best outcomes? reductions
a corrections agency. This new Report
however, vary widely among jurisdictions, as
shows that, despite all the effort, the overall
Here is what is working in Oregon, the state
do the myriad of local or state policies that
national recidivism rate has been largely
with the lowest recidivism rate, 22 percent:
influence recidivism rates. Some examples
stable, with more than four in 10 prisoners
of policy drivers include the types of
• Inmates receive risk and needs
still returning to prison within three years of
assessments at intake, and targeted case
offenders
sentenced
to
prison
or
community
release.
management during incarceration, along
supervision, how and when offenders or
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strengths are measured to develop
individualized programming. Prior to
parole, offenders are transferred to a
• In the community, probation officers use
reentry facility, and a transition plan,
a sanctioning grid to impose swift, certain
which addresses employment, housing,
Training Available through
Assessments.com
consequences.
transportation, mentoring, counseling
and any necessary treatment for mental
• A key piece of legislation, passed with
Assessment
Instrument
addictions, is finalized
in close
bipartisan support in 2003,
helped fuelInstrument illness or Assessment
Trainings:
Juvenile
Trainings:
Adult
collaboration
with community
service
Oregon’s efforts. The bill,
SB 267, required
providers.
that any correctional program receiving state
money be evidence-based
in its design
and
PACT—Positive
Achievement
STRONG—Static Risk and Offender
• After release,
officers use firm but
Change Tool (2-day)
Needs Guide (2-day)
delivery.
flexible graduated sanctions— including
PACT Booster/Case Plan (2-day)
SRA—Static Risk Assessment (1-day)
short stays in a reentry center if
Michigan is another state highlighted in
PACT Booster (1-day)
ONG—Offender Needs Guide (1-day)
needed—to
manage rule breaking
the Report for effective practices: “Since
Caseof
Plan
(1-day)
Plan (2-day)
before it STRONG
escalatesBooster/Case
to more serious
2000, Michigan is ridingPACT
a wave
policy
PACTit Supervisors
(1-day)
STRONG Overall,
Booster (1-day)
transgressions.
post-2007
changes that have allowed
to shrink its
preliminary
figures
from
Michigan
inmate population by 12PACT
percent,
more
Liaisonclose
(2–3 days)
STRONG
Case
Planthe
(1-day)
Department
of
Corrections
show
than 20 correctional facilities
and
keep
a
PACT Overview for I-Team (2-day)
STRONG Supervisor (1-day) that
parolees released through the MPRI
growing number of parolees
from
returning
PACT Train-the-Trainer (5-day)
STRONG Liaison (2 days)
are returning to prison 33 percent less
to custody.”
STRONG Overview for I-Team (2-day)
frequently than similar offenders who do
• According to the Report, the cornerstone
STRONG Train-the-Trainer (5-day)
not participate in the program.
R-PACT—Residential
Version, Positive
of the effort is the Michigan
Prisoner
Static-99 (over-the-phone or day)
Achievement Change Tool (2-day)
Reentry Initiative (MPRI). MPRI begins at
Missouri is another state singled out for
R-PACT
Booster/Case
intake, when a prisoner’s
risk, needs
and Plan (2-day)
effective recidivism reduction: “Today
with detailed transition planning that begins six
WWW.ASSESSMENTS.COM
months before release.

R-PACT Booster (1-day)

R-PACT Case Plan (1-day)
R-PACT Supervisors (1 day)

Ohio Risk Assessment System
• Pre Trial Assessment Tool

R-PACT Liaison (2–3 days)

• Community Supervision
Screening Tool

R-PACT Overview for I-Team (2-day)

• Community Supervision Tool

released offenders in Missouri are subject
ASSESSMENTS.COM ExpANDS TRAININGS
to “e-driven supervision” (the “e” is for
evidence), which uses a new risk assessment
tool to categorize parolees and help set
supervision levels. When violations occur,
officers have a range of sanctions they
may impose, from a verbal reprimand or
Other Trainings
modification of conditions, to electronic
monitoring, or residential drug treatment.”
Theory
andlegislation
AlsoEBP/“What
effective Works”
has been
recent
Research (2-day)
in Kansas, Arizona, California, Illinois and
South Carolina that sets up “performance
incentive
funding” programs for probation
Assessments.com Software
(1 day and/or
departments
toover-the-phone)
reduce recidivism and for
diverting technical violators away from
the expensive option of re-incarceration.
Motivational
Interviewing
(2-day)
(According
to the
Report, it(MI)
costs
an average
MI Booster
of $78.95
per(1-day)
day to keep an inmate locked
Tune-up
up, MI
more
than(2-day)
20 times the cost of a day
MI Coaching Circles
on probation.)
In Arizona, according to the
(multiple sessions)
Report,
a combination of new legislation
Train-the-Trainer
andMI
persistent
efforts(5-day)
by the courts and
probation officials to adopt EBP resulted in a
31 percent drop in new felony convictions of
Thinking for a Change (4-days)
probationers during the past two years.
Thinking for a Change
Train-the-Trainer (4-days)

Next Steps:

For Social
those Skill
departments
who have not yet
Building (2-day)
settled
on
a
recidivism
definition
that is
EPICS (“Effective Practices in
Settings”—through
the Correctional
first order of
business. Thenthe
comes
University of Cincinnati)
PACT & R-PACT Combined
development of a reliable system of
Train-the-Trainer (8 days)
™
COMBINES
Risk Targeted
Training where the
LS/CMI (2–3 days)
protocols,
practices
and databases
(through
J-SAT)
DRAI—Detention Risk Assessment
LSI-R (2–3 days)
required interim and long-term measurement
Instrument (over-the-phone or day)
Aggression Replacement Training
Spousal Assault
data is being obtained, entered or migrated,
YLS/CMI (2–3 days)
Tape
Reviewer Training
Risk Assessment (SARA)
stored, formatted, and tracked consistently
Risk & Resiliency Check-up
Repeat Offender Profile Evaluation
and accurately throughout existing databases
(2 days, through Juvenile System
(ROPE) (2 days, through J-SAT)
Assessment and Training/J-SAT)
via something like a “Recidivism Module.”
Lastly, the department must review the data,
learn what is working and what is not, and
*This list reflects trainings being offered as of April 2010. However, Assessments.com continually updates and expands its
make those improvements which will have
trainings to meet clients’ evolving needs and requests.
the most impact on recidivism reduction.
R-PACT Train-the-Trainer (5-day)

• Prison Intake Tool
• Re-entry Tool

This chart is an example of recidivism rates by risk level taken from a validation study of the
adult Static Risk Assessment used by Washington Department of Corrections. The sample applies to Washington State offenders.
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continued from page 1

Evaluation of Assessment/Case Plan
Database – Finding data fields that
matter in measuring outcomes and
performance
In Shasta’s case, this includes evaluating all
existing assessment data, including case
plan, criminal history, and demographic
data, assessment item responses, domain
scores, criminal and social history scores,
risk levels, and related case plan goals,
interventions and progress reports. The task
also includes organizing the data in such a
way as to increase the flexibility and output
of the aggregate reporting capabilities, and
providing more relevant and useful end-user
reports.
Ultimately, this data effort will integrate with
ADC’s Assessment Data Analytics Platform
and Technology, the ADAPT DataMart.
The goal is to analyze and improve, where
necessary, data integrity and reliability and
to use the data results to demonstrate
to department staff and community
stakeholders the utility of the risk/needs
assessment and case planning process.
This effort also serves to reinvigorate staff
and stakeholders to support the effort
needed for a sustainable system, and to help
motivate staff and stakeholders to progress
from simple acceptance or tolerance of the
use of evidence-based principles, practices,
and programs, to an organizational and
systemic commitment to demonstrated
efficacy.
Recidivism Definition and Database
Design – Creating a recidivism module
In Shasta and Inyo Counties, we are
establishing a useable and defendable
definition of recidivism that includes both
interim and long-term measurements, and is
supported by a reliable system of protocols,
practices and databases where the required
data is being obtained, entered or migrated,
stored, formatted, and tracked consistently
and accurately throughout existing and/
or additional databases via a newly-created
“Recidivism Module.” San Diego County
currently uses a similar definition.
• Shasta and Inyo’s recidivism definition:
Subsequent adjudication or conviction
for a misdemeanor or felony offense

w w w. a ss e ssme n ts.co m

after being placed on a grant of 		
probation.
• San Diego recidivism definition: A
juvenile true finding or adult conviction
for a misdemeanor or felony offense
during the period of probation.
Comprehensive Effective Case
Management – Building stronger, more
productive client-staff relationships
Inyo in particular has expressed the need
for a model that helps translate the Risk,
Needs, and Responsivity (RNR) principles
into practice. To that end, we are providing
Motivational Interviewing (MI) training,
written feedback of taped reviews of
assessment interviews and phone coaching
to build staff’s client-engagement skills.
We are also training probation officers to
increase dosage to higher risk offenders, stay
focused on criminogenic needs, especially
the thought-behavior link, and to use a social
learning, cognitive-behavioral approach to
their interactions.
One powerful tool that San Diego is receiving
from this project is IBIS training – Integrated
Behavioral Intervention Strategies. This
cognitive/social learning model is designed to
use a combination of monitoring, referrals,
and face-to-face interactions to provide
the offender with a sufficient “dosage”
of treatment interventions, and make the
best possible use of time to develop a
collaborative working relationship. (Note:
To increase each department’s overall
effectiveness and staff training continuity,
wherever possible, adult staff is being
included in this training.)
Continuous Quality Improvement (CQI) –
Supportive and Systemic
Hopefully, your personal financial
management system is grounded in CQI.
Your own financial CQI system – is the
mortgage paid, how much tax money will I
get back, is my retirement growing, do I have
cash available for emergencies, what kind of
vacation can we afford – helps you to know
that your system for building prosperity and
financial security is working all the time. The
public safety CQI system that we are building
in our model departments lets management,
staff and stakeholders know if the agencies,

holistically, are continuously getting better
at improving public safety and the pro-social
behaviors of their clients.
Our CQI tools include constructing an
organizational framework that is stafffriendly and supportive. It requires specific
training curricula for supervisors and
managers, CQI-oriented business rules/policy
& procedure manuals, and development of
an EBP Communications/Education Plan.
This effort adds value by collectively creating
a common and accurate understanding
throughout the juvenile justice system
regarding What Works, relevant research,
tools, terms, best and promising practices.
It involves engaging and educating
management, staff and stakeholders in EBP
and the changes being implemented in
the local systems through activities such as
newsletters, blogs, regular email bulletins,
support for training functions, contributions
to the county website, training scheduling
software, etc.; regular press releases, and
public meetings are also encouraged so
the public, the Board of Supervisors, faith
community, and other non-traditional
collateral parties can participate in and be
informed of efforts and successes.
A central part of CQI is a laser focus on
supervisors. Supervisors must be given the
tools to measure proficiency and then the
training so they can do the coaching and
mentoring that has been shown to be so
critical to successful skills transfer and ongoing strengthening. Supervisors are being
trained to become assessment and case plan
subject matter experts, capable of measuring
their staff’s proficiency in interviewing and
engaging their clients. This emphasis on
supervisors and managers also helps build a
solid foundation of system wide trust.
The goal is to improve CQI systems in four
areas:
• Getting accurate assessments of the risk
and needs of clients, that each officer
can rely on and external stakeholders
can have confidence in.
• Using case planning processes that help
clients move further along in their story
of desistance and pro-social growth.
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Training Available through Assessments.com
Probation work is hard work, A primary goal of the BPAI project is to allow the officers to
Instrument
Instrument
spend more of their timeAssessment
communicating
with their juveniles toAssessment
help them reduce
their risk
Trainings:through
Juvenile
Trainings:
Adult
factors, and decreasing paperwork
automated case planning.
Above:
San Diego County
Probation Officer Gonzalo Mendez works beside a stack of probation case files. (Source: KPBS)
PACT—Positive Achievement
Change Tool (2-day)

STRONG—Static Risk and Offender
Needs Guide (2-day)

PACT Booster/Case Plan (2-day)

SRA—Static Risk Assessment (1-day)

PACT
Booster
ONG—Offender
Needs Guide (1-day)
Training to implement
EBP.  
• Helping officers to see
that
the (1-day)
kind of engagementPACT
theyCase
are Plan
having
(1-day)
STRONG Booster/Case Plan (2-day)
has already delivered regional
with their clients is PACT
fostering
public (1-day) This initiative STRONG
Supervisors
Booster (1-day)
trainings
on
EBP
and best practices to
safety outcomes. PACT Liaison (2–3 days)
STRONG Case Plan (1-day)
juvenile probation departments, judges
Overview
for I-Team (2-day)
STRONG Supervisor (1-day)
• Helping supervisorsPACT
see that
the kind
and other stakeholders
in Sacramento, San
PACT
Train-the-Trainer
(5-day)
STRONGLos
Liaison
(2 days)
of engagement they are having with
Francisco, Redding,
Angeles,
Fresno and
their staff is fostering staff clarity around San Diego. STRONG Overview for I-Team (2-day)
their roles, and a sense of autonomy,
STRONG Train-the-Trainer (5-day)
R-PACT—Residential
addition, a Static-99
county-specific
EBP training
competency, purpose
and satisfactionVersion,
in InPositive
(over-the-phone or day)
Achievement Change Tool (2-day)
was provided in San Diego to over 700
their work.
R-PACT Booster/Case Plan (2-day)
juvenile and criminal justice practitioners and
Inter-Rater Reliability R-PACT
– Creating
an(1-day)
Booster
community partners.
Ohio Risk Assessment System
online, interactive venue
forCase
testing,
R-PACT
Plan (1-day)
• Pre Trial Assessment Tool
evaluating and reporting
onSupervisors
assessment
R-PACT
(1 day)
• Community Supervision
accuracy
R-PACT Liaison (2–3 days)

R-PACTisOverview
reliability
a key for I-Team (2-day)

Screening Tool

• Community Supervision Tool

Kearny Mesa Juvenile Detention Facility,
Otherthe
Trainings
formerly
San Diego County Juvenile
Hall, has a maximum capacity of 359 and has
housed juvenile offenders since 1954.
(Photo:
County of San
Diego website.)
EBP/“What
Works”
Theory

and

Research (2-day)

Upcoming Trainings,
Assessments.com Software
Implementations
& Conferences
(1 day and/or over-the-phone)
August 2011
1-2: Inyo Interviewing
MI
Motivational
(MI) (2-day)
CCPC
I-Team PACT
MI1-3:
Booster
(1-day)
Delaware
MI1-4:
Tune-up
(2-day) MI – Juvenile
3:
Nueces
DataMart Training
MI Coaching Circles
(multiple
sessions)
Montgomery/Wharton
Datamart
MI Train-the-Trainer
(5-day)Training
4: Bexar DataMart
4: San Joaquin ADAPT Datamart
4-5: Florida RPACT Performance Plan
ThinkingTTT
for 2
a Change
(4-days)
days with
Trainers
Thinking
for
a
Change
5: Bexar Liaison Training
Train-the-Trainer (4-days)
7-9: ACA Summer Conference
9-12: Bexar Booster/Case Plan
9-12: Delaware PACT
Social Skill Building (2-day)
15-17: GiC Conference
EPICS (“Effective Practices in
16-17:
BexarSettings”—through
Booster/Case Plan
Correctional
the
University
of Cincinnati)
17-18:
Merced
STRONG
™
COMBINES
Risk
Targeted Training
22-24:
FCCD
Conference
(through J-SAT)
22-25: Delaware PACT
Aggression Replacement Training
23-26: Bexar Booster/Case Plan
Tape Reviewer Training
29-1: Bexar Booster/Case Plan

Verifiable inter-rater
R-PACT Train-the-Trainer (5-day)
• Prison Intake Tool
requirement in a true evidence-based
• Re-entry Tool
assessment process. In California, we are
building an online site that includes high
PACT & R-PACT
quality videos of client interviews
that Combined
Train-the-Trainer (8 days)
LS/CMI (2–3 days)
officers review. Then, they complete an
DRAI—Detention Risk Assessment
LSI-R (2–3 days)
assessment based on what
they learned.
Instrument (over-the-phone or day)
Their scores are then recorded and
Spousal Assault
YLS/CMI (2–3 days)
Risk Assessment (SARA)
compared to those of their colleagues.
Risk & Resiliency Check-up
Repeat Offender Profile Evaluation
The comparisons test overall
similarities
(2 days, through Juvenile System
(ROPE) (2 days, through J-SAT)
and Training/J-SAT)
in recorded responses –Assessment
by item response
September 2011
and by domain. Officers receive individual
1: Delaware Go Live
reports, and supervisors are also able to
6-7: Wyandotte PACT
*This
list show
reflectsthose
trainings being offered as of April 2010. However, Assessments.com continually updates and expands its
review the test via reports
that
7-8: Marin PACT
trainings to meet clients’ evolving needs and requests.
areas most in need of quality improvement,
11-14: ICCA Conference
by item, by domain, by users, by section and
13-16: Bexar PACT
by department.
28-30: Marin Co MI Training
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Assessments.com: Putting EBP into Action
25-26: Bexar 2 Day PACT
26: CCPC I-Team Meeting
27-28: Bexar 4 Half Day PACT for management and
support staff Training
28: Bexar Liaison Training
WWW.ASSESSMENTS.COM

Training Available through Assessments.com
Assessment Instrument
Trainings: Juvenile
The staff of Assessments.com
PACT—Positive Achievement
Change Tool (2-day)

Recent Trainings, Implementations
PACT Booster/Case Plan (2-day)

Assessment Instrument
Trainings: Adult
STRONG—Static Risk and Offender
Needs Guide (2-day)
SRA—Static Risk Assessment (1-day)

PACT Booster (1-day)
ONG—Offender
Needs Guide (1-day)
January 2011
21: Montgomery/Wharton
Go Live
3-6: Bexar MI Training
22-24:
Kern
Co
STRONG
Booster
PACT Case Plan (1-day)
STRONG Booster/Case Plan (2-day)
6: WA AOC Go Live
27-2: APPA Winter Training Institute
PACT
Supervisors
(1-day)
STRONG Booster (1-day)
7: ADAPT Datamart Training
March 2011
11-12: Montgomery MI Training
PACT Liaison (2–3 days)
STRONG Case Plan (1-day)
1-2: APPA Winter Training Institute
13-14: Wharton County MI Training
PACT Overview for I-Team (2-day)
Supervisor (1-day)
1-2: Santa Cruz STRONG
STR Training
18-19: Nueces MI
7-11: NCPC STRONG
Booster
PACT
Train-the-Trainer
(5-day)
STRONG
Liaison (2 days)
18-21: El Paso Booster & Case Plan Training
8-9: Nueces 2 day PACT
24-25: CAPSA Conference
STRONG Overview for I-Team (2-day)
21-24: Bexar 2 day PACT
24-27: Imperial Adult MI
STRONG
28-31: Bexar 2 day
PACT Train-the-Trainer (5-day)
31-3: Bexar MI
R-PACT—Residential Version,28-29:
Positive
CCPC STRONG
Training
Static-99
(over-the-phone or day)
Achievement Change Tool (2-day)
February 2011
29-30: Riverside YOP 2-day R-PACT
1-3: Bexar MI
30: CCPC STRONG Iteam
R-PACT Booster/Case Plan (2-day)
1-3: TJPC Conference
April 2011
7-8: Santa Rosa MI Booster R-PACT Booster (1-day)
Ohio Risk Assessment System
1: Marin 2nd I-TEAM
9-11: Marin County PACT Training
ITeamPlan
Meeting
R-PACT& Case
(1-day)
• Pre Trial Assessment Tool
4-7: Bexar 2 day PACT
14-15: Shasta County PACT Training
R-PACT Supervisors (1 day) 4-7: Imperial Co STRONG Staff Training
• Community Supervision
15-16: Montgomery 2 day PACT
Liaison (2–3 days) 12-13: Tarrant Co I-Team
Screening Tool
15-18: Wyndotte County, KSR-PACT
MI Training
12-14: Wyandotte, KS Pre-Screen Training
16-18: Santa Rosa MI Boosters
R-PACT Overview for I-Team (2-day)
• Community Supervision Tool
18-21: Bexar 2 day PACT
R-PACT Train-the-Trainer (5-day)
• Prison Intake Tool

PACT & R-PACT Combined
Train-the-Trainer (8 days)

May 2011
ASSESSMENTS.COM ExpANDS TRAININGS
2-3: Bexar R-PACT
Training
3-6: CCPC MI Training
4: Bexar MI Supervisor Review
8-13: Tarrant 1 Day Case Plan and Booster
9: El Centro/Imperial PACT Supervisor/
Liaison Training
9-10: CCPC MI Training
10-12:
Kern MI
Booster
Other
Trainings
11-12: CCPC MI
18-19: Santa Rosa – MI Mini Session
16-18: Johnson Co, KS TTT Pre Screen
23: Wyandotte
Go Live
EBP/“WhatKS
Works”
Theory and
Research
(2-day)Co PACT Booster/
24-25:
Montgomery
Case Plan Training
24-25: BPAI EBP Training
25: CCPC I-Team Meeting
Assessments.com Software
June(12011
day and/or over-the-phone)
1-2: Sentinel – STRONG Training
6: Marin 3rd I-Team Meeting
7-8: CCPC MI Training
Interviewing
(MI) (2-day)
7-10:Motivational
Delaware I-Team
& PACT Training
7-10:MICCPC
STRONG
Training
Booster
(1-day)
13-14: CCPC STRONG
MI Tune-up (2-day)
13-16: CCPC Mi Training
MI Wilmington,
Coaching Circles
20-23:
DE MI - Juvenile
(multiple 2nd
sessions)
23: Delaware
I-Team
27 –MI
1: Train-the-Trainer
Montgomery & Nueces
Co PACT TTT
(5-day)
July 2011
6-8: Rio Grande Valley RPACT & 2 Day MI
11-14:
CCPC for
STRONG
Training
Thinking
a Change
(4-days)
18-22: Wyoming 5 day PACT
Thinking
for
a
Change
19-22: CCPC STRONG
Train-the-Trainer (4-days)
24-26: APPA 36th Annual Training Institute
25-29: BPAI - EPICS at INYO
28-29: Bexar Case Plan Booster
Social Skill Building (2-day)

• Re-entry Tool

EPICS (“Effective Practices in
Correctional Settings”—through the
University of Cincinnati)

LS/CMI (2–3 days)

COMBINES™ Risk Targeted Training

In addition
to J-SAT)
the assessments and automated case
ADC’s suite of juvenile assessments includes:
Established in 1998, Assessments.com
(through
DRAI—Detention Risk Assessment
LSI-R (2–3 days)
plans, ADC’s smart technology includes the ADAPT
or
day)
has worked with moreInstrument
than 100(over-the-phone
adult
• PACT (Positive Achievement Change Tool)
Aggression Replacement Training
(Assessments Data Analytics Platform & Technology)
Spousal Assault
and juvenile criminal justice
YLS/CMIdepartments
(2–3 days)
Tape
Reviewer
Training
• MHS Inc.’s YLS/CMI
(Youth-Level
of
Service/Case
DataMart
and the PRIME
(Provider Referral
Risk Assessment (SARA)
and private providers across
the U.S.,Check-up Management Inventory)
Information Management Environment) for stateRisk & Resiliency
Repeat Offender Profile Evaluation
implementing a full continuum
of Juvenile System
(2 days, through
of-the-art information-sharing and coordination of
(2 days, through
J-SAT)
• DRAI (Detention(ROPE)
Risk Assessment
Instrument)
Assessment
and
Training/J-SAT)
services, and improved measurement and reporting
Evidence-Based Practices (EBP). ADC
of performance and outcomes.
solutions include validated assessments, • JSORRAT-II (Juvenile Sexual Offense Recidivism Risk
Assessment Tool-II)
assessment-driven case planning, staff
For more information about Assessments.com,
*This
reflects trainings being offered as of April 2010. However, Assessments.com continually updates and expands its
skill development (such
as list
Motivational
ADC’s suite of adult assessments includes:
please call 877-277-3778, visit the website at
trainings to meet clients’ evolving needs and requests.
Interviewing and cognitive-behavioral
www.assessments.com
• STRONG (Static Risk and Offender Needs Guide)
training), organizational development,
• MHS Inc.’s LSI-R (Level of Service Inventory-Revised)
and re-engineering of processes and
• ORAS (Ohio Risk Assessment System), including the:
policies for quality assurance and
sustainability.
• PAT (Pre-Trial Assessment Tool)
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